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***Includes Practice Test Questions and 65 Step-By-Step Tutorial Videos***Get the test prep help

you need to be successful on the new College Board SAT Exam.The SAT Exam is extremely

challenging and thorough test preparation is essential for success. SAT Prep Book: SAT Secrets

Study Guide is the ideal prep solution for anyone who wants to pass the SAT Exam.Not only does it

provide a comprehensive guide to the SAT Exam as a whole, it also provides practice test questions

as well as detailed explanations of each answer.SAT Prep Book: SAT Secrets Study Guide

includes:A thorough and detailed review of the SAT ExamAn analysis of the evidence-based

reading testA guide to the mathematics testAn in-depth look at the writing and language

testComprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanationsIt's filled with the critical

information you'll need in order to do well on the test: the concepts, procedures, principles, and

vocabulary that the College Board expects you to have mastered before sitting for the exam.The

Evidence-Based Reading Test section covers:Text complexityInformation and

ideasRhetoricSynthesisSentence completionsReading passagesTime managementThe

Mathematics Test section covers:How to approach SAT math questionsHeart of algebraProblem

solving and data analysisPassport to advanced mathematicsStudent-produced responseThe Writing

and Language Test section covers:Text complexityExpression of ideasStandard English

conventionsPunctuationThese sections are full of specific and detailed information that will be key to

passing the SAT. Concepts and principles aren't simply named or described in passing, but are

explained in detail. The guide is laid out in a logical and organized fashion so that one section

naturally flows from the one preceding it. Because it's written with an eye for both technical

accuracy and accessibility, you will not have to worry about getting lost in dense academic

language.Any test prep guide is only as good as its practice questions and answers, and that's

another area where our guide stands out. Our test designers have provided scores of test questions

that will prepare you for what to expect on the actual SAT Test. Each answer is explained in depth,

in order to make the principles and reasoning behind it crystal clear.We've helped thousands of

people pass standardized tests and achieve their education and career goals. We've done this by

setting high standards for our test preparation guides, and our SAT Prep Book: SAT Secrets Study

Guide is no exception. It's an excellent investment in your future.
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I'm currently helping my nephew prepare for the SAT. His first scores were not what we were hoping

for, so I bought this book to help him get ready to take it again. We've just gotten started, but I can

already tell this book is helping him immensely. I've also skimmed through the entire book, and I'm

really impressed with the depth of explanations offered throughout. Yet, while the explanations are

in-depth, I think they are also very clear and understandable. I like that it offers videos available

online which go along with the concepts presented. I like that it alternates between the subjects,

building each as you go along. I also like the test-taking strategies and tips given that are specific to

the SAT, since techniques used for every day tests don't exactly work for college placement exams.

Overall, I'm really impressed with this book, and I will update when we know how much it has

helped to improve his score. Disclaimer: I received this product for free in exchange for my honest

and unbiased review. This in no way affects my opinion of the product, service, or seller.

Definitely deserves 5 stars for its great explanations, advice, and teachings; this also happens to be

a NEW SAT study guide for the redesigned test that comes into effect March 2016. This redesigned

test has a new format, new styles and designs of questions, and new topics covered- thus making

this the perfect study guide to read to become aware of the changes and what is now

expected.Referring to credible websites on what the new SAT will be testing on in each section, this

book touches on each topic with a discussion, and is most often also followed by an example and

video link for further explanation. The organization of this book is incredible and makes the reading

extremely easy to follow. At the start of each section, the various tests are briefly explained along

with their details (Evidence-Based Reading....65 minute session...contains 4 single passages and



one pair...etc) and also includes a chart to help visualize the different sub-sections within the giant

portion of the test along with the % they account for.After each breakdown, it delves into the topics

and concepts that should be known, and explains each one with a detailed and clear element- easy

to follow, read, and understand.As soon as all 3 aspects of the SAT are described, it comments on

some final tips, and guides you to the 2 practice exams (each complete with their own answer guide

and reasoning as to why each answer is correct.) The questions here are challenging and entice

you to think- all while allowing you to get a taste of the SAT format which allows a better grasp of

the test. All the explanations are clear, and if anything you could easily check back to the topic

where it was discussed as it is most likely bolded and quick to find.After the tests it concludes with

some more useful tips as well as useful diagrams and charts (various area and perimeter formulas,

prefixes, & suffixes) that you should know.Great book to have when studying for the test, and the

videos are also great supplements. It is pretty thick and detailed- so a late start overnight read will

most likely not give you all the coverage needed for the test. Get some sleep, eat breakfast, and

RELAX! A stressed mind will not remember the obvious and will make "stupid mistakes". Good

Luck!!** I received this product in exchange for my honest and unbiased review. All opinions

expressed are mine and are derived from testing and inspecting the actual product. I receive no

compensation for a positive review.If my review has helped, please let me know by clicking the

button below. It only takes a second and I would really appreciate it. If not, please let me know what

I can do to improve. Thank you!**

My daughter took her SAT this month and we received this book the week before her test. I read it

out loud for her, we went over the tests together. There was a part where the same paragraph was

repeated a few pages later. That's the only issue in the book, but minor albeit.Its been years since

I've been in school and there was so much information in this book, I think I just schooled myself!!

The reading level was a bit advanced for me. Im an educated person, I just haven't been in high

school in years. For those words I didn't know, i kept my phone close to me and Googled what I

didn't know in order to study with my HS senior.The content & practice questions were helpful and

easy to understand according to my daughter-when she finally took over the book fully.I originally

thought my daughter was bored of this book but she begged me to come study with her a few more

nights of reading this book and all its helpful hints. So she really was listening and she really did

enjoy getting this book of secrets just in time! The night before the test, she skimmed over it herself,

I know because I caught her reading it on her own. (Teenagers)If we had this book with more time

before her test, I think we would have been able to spend more time divulging and going over the



tests with more precise decision making skills involved. Best of luck to those future SAT takers!*I

received this at a discount in exchange for my honest opinion*

I must concur with others that there must be a lot of fake reviews for this book. I bought this book for

my daughter who was veryconfused by the practice test math questions. They are filled with

numerous typos that make them impossible to answer. Many ofthe answers in the back are not

even for the question that was asked; a very poorly edited book, The publisher should be

ashamedto have obviously rushed it to print before it was ready. I wish I could get my money back.
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